GOLF SUB CLUB
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23 October 2016

Fox Hills Golf Club

ROUND 20

It was a beautiful day for golf and 21 of us lined up, all eager to score well but the course was the winner on the day. The
course with all the humps and bumps, which are the results of the added dams and water courses through-out the layout
have made this quite a challenge for the CHP RSL group. Troy Wilks introduced us to his friend, Tony Burke, (not the
Labor Parliamentary Front Bencher), who is more than a handy “A” Grade golfer, who scored 28 pts off 12 (2/3rds of
Golf link handicap) today and hope he can join us again soon.
Not one of the CHP RSL players broke par, with Joanne Kinkead, the best of the lot, winning for the fifth time this year,
although reducing her handicap each win, still coming up with the goods but Bill Fonseca was only beaten on a count
back on recording his first win of the year. Guess who’s a big contender for the Biggest Burglar Award at end of Year
Presentations, taking over from last year’s title holder, our own “ Little Aussie Battler”?
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The winners of today’s Stableford Event were 1 Joanne Kinkead 35 pts in c/b, 2 Bill Fonseca also 35pts, 3 Robert
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Rubbo 34 pts in c/b, 4 Keith Johnson also 34pts, 5 Ron Williamson 32pts . Keith Johnson was the scratch winner 82
strokes, 13 over Par.
The “B” Grade Longest Drive was left unclaimed today, as not one of the 6 “B” Graders could find the fairway, not taking
our chance after the big hitting David DeMarchi was a no-show with a crook back for the Fox Hill’s game, giving us all a
chance to win. I should have used my putter instead of going for a glory shot and flirting with the creek and the water
hazard.
I took off straight after the game, heading to Canberra for a week of golf, so didn’t get any goss on how the other group’s
faired but I saw that the ball retriever’s were put to good use from creeks if you could see the ball on the edge. My drive
th
on the 11 , after skipping across the surface of the water’s edge before sinking to the deep depths of the dam along with
Sid Pelcz’s drive, but Sid then proceeded to belt his next shot into the creek on the opposite side of fairway, for a wipe
and 2 lost balls.
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The 15 hole had me waving the white flag after reaching the front bunker in two, before hitting from one bunker to the
next, and back again but I’m sure I wasn’t the only one to get caught in that bloody thing filled with sand to get a wipe.
It wasn’t the only wipe recorded on the day with 65 horizontal marks recorded amongst the 21 score cards with only
George Liu, not recording a wipe but plenty of one’s on his card. In between some ordinary golf played out there, there
were 35 pars and 2 birdies scored on the day, so not all was lost.
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Good Golfing at the next game, at Hurstville G.C. 6 November at
PAR 70, 5110 metres. (Pro shop ph no# 9534 5024) Booked for 24 and 3 carts.
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Nearest the pins"Weather – fine & warm
Course Rating 34 pts
Hole
A Grade
B Grade
2nd
Keith Johnson
Robert Rubbo
6th
Noa Palu
Sid Pelcz
8th
Laurie McMartin
George Liu
10th
Keith Johnson
Ron Williamson
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Drive &2 Hole 14th
Noa Palu
Robert Rubbo

C Grade
Wendy Donelan
Joe Oriti
Glenn Watson

Longest Drive 9th Hole

Mal Tyler

Tony Burke
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Ball comp : Peter Deady, Roger Harriman, Craig Tomison. Lesley Ricketts, Greg Parsell
Bradman : Joe Oriti 22pts
The Bearded One
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